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The Bunny, The Bird and the Foxes
One three hundred years from now in a forest called Lolyny, a fox was stuck in a plastic tree.
After 20 minutes of being stuck in the tree, a bunny passed by and asked:
“How did you get up there?”
“I was trying to catch a mouse then the mouse went in this tree and I followed her in the tree
and I get stuck,” said Fox.
“Can I help you get down?” asked Bunny.
“No, you can't because bunnies are useless and they can't climb trees!” replied Fox.
So Bunny got mad and went away.
The fox stayed in the tree for another 20 minutes, and then started yelling for help:
“HELP! HELP!”
After another 20 minutes of yelling, a bird passed by and asked what happened. The fox told
him how he got in the tree but didn't mention the bunny. The bird asked:
“Can I help you get down?”
“No, you can't because birds are useless and they are not strong enough to carry me down this
plastic tree!” yelled the fox.
So Bird got mad and went away.
When a fox passed by Fox asked him to help him. So the other fox went in the tree and got
stuck so now there were two foxes in a plastic tree.
After an hour and a half, the bunny and the bird came.
“Help us get down PLEASE we have been stuck on this plastic tree for more than half an hour”
yelled the two foxes.
The bunny and the bird reapplied:
“No, No you have been mean to us, now it's our turn to be mean” and they want away.
The two foxes were starting to be hungry, so they shewbread on a plastic apple for the rest of
the day. At night time they slept in the tree. In the morning they show in the exact same apple
they shew on the day befor. On the afternoon the bunny and the bird came back with three
other bird and three other bunny. The bunny said:
“ We will only help you if you stop saying mean things about other, is it clear?”
“YES! YES! We will!” replied the foxes.
And so the birds and bunnies help them get down the tree. After ten minutes of being glade the
came back down the foxes said:
“Thanks” and went away.

The moral of this story is:
Don't judge someone by their appearance.

